Bring Grilling to a Whole New Level!

Diamond Sear Cooking Grids are superior!

Diamond Sear Cooking Grids have bars with a smooth flat top; each individual bar measures over .35” wide at the top...covering over one half of the total cooking surface. Each bar is shaped to optimally transfer the heat from the burners to the cooking surface...**food cooks faster and more evenly!**

- The Grids are backed by heavy duty cross-rods.
- Made from all 304 Stainless Steel.
- Bead blasted with matte finish for non-stick surface.
- Industry’s finest Lifetime Warranty.
Flat top cooking bars promote better heat transfer to food being cooked. More contact area, similar to a griddle, flat angled sides improve heat transfer to the cooking surface hence it cooks faster.

Round Grid

Round grids provide contact only at the top.

Diamond Sear Cooking Grid

The flat top shape of each bar, .35” wide, optimally transfers heat to the cooking surface creating faster and more even grilling.